Reconstructing a municipal-level GIS for France:
description and methodology
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1. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PROGRAMME
1.1.

Sources used

Administrative changes
The number of communes has remained relatively stable in France for over two centuries. Only
15% of them were affected by one or more territorial changes of either the whole commune (by
creation or absorption) or a fraction of its territory. While it is easy to follow the exchange of
« sections » as these were inhabited, bare land exchanges - specially to ensure the continuity of
the communal territory are not trivial. This remains a problem for IGN cartographers to this day.
The name, territory and population are the three constituent entities of a commune. Any change
affecting either is fixed by legislation. By following official transcripts in Bulletin des Lois and in
the Journal officiel (from 1871) we were able to establish an entry for each commune since 1801.
Additional sources (scholarly work, inventories of archives, or Cassini and État-Major maps) have
allowed us to fill the gaps in official texts. More than 42,000 municipal notices have been
established, identifying -among others- all territorial changes undergone during the period (Motte,
Seguy, Théré, 2003). Our database contains the information collected until 2001 (Base HACAdministrative History of Communes). It is one of the main sources used for the website “Des
villages de Cassini aux communes d’aujourd’hui” (http://cassini.ehess.fr/cassini/fr). This database
was last updated in 2009 by Séguy and Jean-Louis Dupouey (INRA-Nancy) and will serve as a
foundation for our work. For more details see section on database structure below.
The first systematic compendium of all changes since the Revolution seen from the
Provinces
Most historical records used so far were kept in Paris. Using departmental archives will allow us
to identify any possible omission in the HAC database (particularly before the law of 18 July 1837
regulating the mergers, divisions and creation of communes). It will allow us to build the first ever
systematic inventory of all French communes and their territorial modifications during the critical
post-revolutionary decade (1790-1801). During this period communes were often born of
spontaneous groupings of people, gradually adding up to or exchanging their territory. It is only
after the law of 8 Pluviose year IX (28 January 1801) was passed that communes were required
to have a continuous territory, which led to a series of territorial modifications spanning several
decades.
Historical sources
To complete our work at the National Archives (AN) we will collect historical records from:
- Departmental Archives (ADs)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Série L contains the lists of parishes in 1790, the list of communes, and records relating to
communes’ boundaries for the revolutionary period, but the content and precision of its
inventory can vary widely from one department to another.
Série 1 M contains the files relating to the creation and absorption of communes and the
delimitation and transfer of chefs-lieux after the Revolution. It also contains the boundaries of
the département, arrondissements and cantons.
Série 6 M contains the censuses and population data for the nineteenth century.
Série C has equivalent data for the Ancien Regime, together with tax roles, parish lists, etc.
- Municipal Archives (AMs)
For the Ancien Regime: Series AA - Actes constitutifs et politiques de la commune
And for the post-revolutionary period: Série A - Lois et actes du pouvoir central and Série B -

Actes de l'administration départementale

Cartographic material
We have now secured access to three essential IGN databases: IGN BD Carto, BD Alti, and BD
Topo, and we shall use both the IGN 2006 and 1999 shapefiles as starting points for our
reconstruction. We have also been granted access to existing Scans historiques from the Service
géographique de l'armée (SGA) and later IGN, especially all the Cartes d’État-Major (EM) for the
period 1818-1964. These maps were drawn throughout the nineteenth century with a significant
national update in 1899. We will also use survey maps (Cartes topographiques) published by the
IGN (1:50,000 from 1900, 1:25,000 after 1950) available from the digitised collection of the IGN.
Where available (in 81 départements out of 95) we will use digitised cadastral maps from the
AD’s online repositories. Finally where none of the above allows us to reconstruct historical
boundaries, we will use maps from the dossiers de constitution et de changements de limites
available in the Archives Départementales (ADs) sub-series 1M “circonscriptions territoriales” and
8M “divisions administratives”. These archives include the maps that préfets had to submit to the
ministry before any modification of administrative boundaries.
Ancillary data
• Relief and oro-hydrography data from BD TOPO
• Reconstructed historical GIS forestry data from J.L. Dupouey (2014)
• Historical GIS road data from J. Perret, M. Gribaudi and M. Barthélémy (2015)
• GIS mapping of railway networks from T. Thévenin, R. Schwartz and L. Sapet (2013)
• Populations 1793-1801 from Paroisses et Communes de France, Dictionnaires d'histoire
administrative et démographique. 40 volumes have been published so far covering 47
départements. Eleven new volumes are currently in press, which will increase the
coverage to 58 départements.
Distribution of EM mapping by date of production (EM maps per year)
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Structure of the HAC database

1.2.

Principle

Past boundaries will be reconstructed working backwards from the most recent (2015) shapefile
of administrative boundaries produced by the IGN. The benefits of this method are threefold: a) it
offers a level of accuracy that would not be achievable otherwise, b) it guarantees the
perpetuation of the database through a direct compatibility with current and future IGN shapefiles,
and c) it greatly simplifies the edition of cases of single boundary creations (13 per cent of all
changes) as these can be dealt with directly from the contemporary shapefile (BD TOPO).
Accuracy
The BD TOPO is to serve as an accurate continuous base layer to display in ArcGIS and will be
used for navigating around. It will also be used when necessary to georeference the scans and
photographs of historic commune boundary maps. Its quasi metric precision makes it the most
reliable starting point for this project.
Data

Accuracy level

BDTOPO

0,5 to 1,5 m

GPS data

1,5 to 2,5 m

Aerial photography BD ORTHO

2,5 to 5 m

1:25,000 maps, satellite imagery

5 m to 10 m

BD CARTHO - GEO ROUTES

> 10 m

Future updates of administrative limits
Our collaboration with IGN stipulates that we will collaborate to deliver a full and complete set of
annualised historical shapefiles with all administrative boundaries up to the present. All future
updates will be directly carried out and imported into the database by IGN. This will ensure that
all the data produced is homogenous, continuous and continuously updated.
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Distribution of digitised and georeferenced EM maps available on Géoportail, Lallemant (IGN)

1.3.

Methodology

- For all boundary changes after 1950 (29.7%) we will rely on existing georeferenced scans of
original IGN 1:25,000 Cartes Topographiques. Each edit will require finding the locality,
digitising the boundary and updating the database accordingly.

- For the changes from 1890 up to 1950 (1.7%) we will use IGN 1:50,000 georeferenced scans
(or lower-scale maps when available). The same procedure described above will be followed.

- For changes occurring between the 1820s and 1889 (49.8%) we will preferably use the existing
georeferenced État-Major (EM) scans made available to us through our partnership with IGN.
EM maps require a more thorough image treatment and editing before digitising the
boundaries, but the rest of the procedure remains identical. When EM maps are not available
we will use both high-quality digitised cadastral maps and archival records from the ADs as
described below.

- For changes before 1820 (18.8%) we will use early cadastral maps and archival records only.
For those communes whose boundary changes predate the first edition of the EM maps other
sources will be used. Most important of these will be the large scale cadastral plans and
administrative maps included in official records kept in AD. These will be scanned or
photographed as TIFF files with a resolution of a minimum of 300 dpi. Each image will be
loaded into ESRI ArcMap software and georeferenced using a minimum of 6 control points
located on the cadastral map and the appropriate section of the modern BD TOPO series. This
will be followed by a RMS check of accuracy. The boundaries will then be digitised. For those
communes which do not have a plan the topographic descriptions of the boundaries available
from the regional archives will be used in conjunction with any other available cartographic
sources to reconstruct the commune boundaries. Where it is evident that the boundaries that
have been digitised are not as accurate as desired due to either imperfect source maps or
reliance on topographical descriptions this will be noted in the database so that an overall
assessment of the commune boundary dataset can be generated. The boundaries will be
digitised as polylines with an ID field linked to a Access database set up so that the GIS is truly
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time dynamic. This means that for any given year the appropriate polyline commune
boundaries can be selected from the GIS and then converted into a polygon dataset.
Boundary changes per annum

1.4.

Data collecting - principle and risk management

As soon as the list of all boundary edits requiring archival work is established the Research
Assistant funded by the project will start gathering maps and/or documentation for all relevant
changes:

- For all départements with only two or less territorial modifications not covered by existing EM
maps (that is 19 départements in total), reproductions of cartographic and archival material will
be ordered to the relevant AD repository rather than collected and digitised by the RA. This will
greatly reduce the cost of archive collection and give the RA more time to focus on the more
problematic cases. We have estimated from our case-studies that the digitisation cost of 100
pages and 5 maps (professionally scanned) would amount to a maximum of 90 € per AD.

- For the remaining 76 départements, we have estimated that data collecting would not exceed
285 days including the digitisation of both archival records (1 hour per commune with an
average of 11.49 boundary changes in each département before 1820, equivalent to 136 days
of work) and of cartographic material (30 minutes per map, 68 days of work)

- In 38 per cent of pre-1820 boundary changes (345 cases) the RA will have to complete records
from the AD with either municipal archives (AM) or national archives (AN) data.
Thanks to this segmented approach we have, on top of the preliminary work done by our
archivist, a three-stage plan in place in case of difficulties encountered by the RA during the
collection phase. This will greatly limit the scientific risks linked to our data gathering.
In all cases the RA will follow the procedure developed by Dupouey et al. (2007) to digitise the
Cartes d’État-Major. We will use photographs at 300dpi taken with professional tripods to ensure
the image is properly level, and every image will contain both a colour checker and a ruler. Data
collection will be planned termly, with weekly briefing on findings during collection period and
validation by one of the PIs after each archival collection.
1.5.

Data collecting - preliminary case-studies

We have conducted a trial in six départements: Hauts-de-Seine, Vaucluse, Nord and AlpesMaritimes. We have used these case studies to establish national estimates for our project.
5

Hauts-de-Seine (92): the best case scenario
The département des Hauts-de-Seine was created in 1964 with 27 communes from the former
département de la Seine and nine from the former département de la Seine-et-Oise. Out of the
36 communes in this département, only 5 were created after 1801 and none disappeared. It is
therefore extremely easy to recreate historical boundaries as it only entails deleting existing
boundaries between communes for earlier periods. Furthermore, all digitised maps have been
provided free of charge by the AD des Hauts-de-Seine as they were included in recent
publications on the administrative history of the département.
Communes
Levallois-Perret
Malakoff
Bois-Colombes
La Garenne-Colombes
Villeneuve-la-Garenne

event
created
created
created
created
created

into/from
Clichy and Neuilly-sur-Seine
Vanves
Colombes
Colombes
Gennevilliers

date
1866
1883
1896
1910
1929

Material used
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO

Vaucluse (84): missing maps
The département du Vaucluse contains 151 communes. Over the last two centuries two were
created and three merged. Four of these five changes are well documented and only require
straightforward boundary edits. The commune of Thouzon merged with Le Thor in 1815 required
the digitisation and georectification of two administrative maps kept at the AD in Avignon. Given
the good cataloguing of these records it has been easy to order professional scans of the two
maps. The commune of Urban, however, is an example of the most difficult case type we will
encounter during this project. There is no trace of the original map in the AD, and al the ÉtatMajor and cadastral maps are too late to show the original border of the commune. The
correspondence contained in AD1M670 (year XII ,1811) reveals, however, that the section of
Urban shown on the cadastral map in 1831 is exactly the same as the pre-existing commune of
the same name. It is therefore possible to recreate the boundary digitising and georeferencing the
1831 cadastre available online.
Communes
Urban

event
absorbed

into/from
Beaumes

date
1811

Thouzon

absorbed

Le Thor

1815

Althen-les-Paluds
Morrières-les-Avignon
Le Pontet

created
created
created

Monteux
Avignon
Avignon

1845
1870
1925

Material used
cadastre 1831 with description from:
AD 1 M 670 - Urban, an XII-1811
AD 1 M 668 - Plan du territoire du hameau de
Thouzon, 1813-1815 and Extrait du tableau
d’assemblage du plan cadastral de la commune
du Thor…levé en 1827 et 1828 pour servir à la
fixation des limites de l’ancienne commune de
Thouzon dont le territoire avait été uni à celui du
Thor. 1/ 20 000e 1833
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO

Nord (59): a very large département
The département du Nord is the most populous French département. Over the last two centuries
it has included up to 679 communes (the tenth largest by number of communes), but its
administrative subdivision has remained stable with only 51 boundary changes over the period.
Out of these 51 changes, 14 (27.5%) required simple edits of the BDTOPO, 25 (49%) were done
with existing IGN scans (EM and Cartes Topographiques), 8 (15.7%) involved digitising cadastral
maps. Four outstanding cases (Moulins-Lille, Marchipont, Petit-Fayt and Salmagne) had to be
drawn with material collected from the ADs.
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Communes

event
absorbed,
created
absorbed
absorbed

into/from

Rombies-et-Marchipont
Vieux-Reng

date
1805 /
1845
1806
1807

created

Armentières

1820

absorbed

Louvignies-Bavay

1825

Breangis

absorbed

Bellignies

1825

Épinoy

absorbed

Clairfayts

1825

Ostregnies

absorbed

Colleret

1825

Offies
Rocq
Lameries
Faumont

Dimont
Recquignies
Vieux-Reng
Coutiches

Warlaing
Saint-Aybert
La Groise

absorbed
absorbed
absorbed
created
created,
merged
absorbed
created
created

Bois-Grenier

created

Esquermes
Fives
Wazemmes

absorbed
absorbed
absorbed

Warlaing
Crespin
Catillon-sur-Sambre
Erquinghem-Lys / La
Chapelle-d'Armentières
Lille
Lille
Lille

1825
1825
1826
1830
1833 /
1858
1836
1837
1841

Rosendaël

created,
merged

Coudekerque-Branche /
Téteghem, Dunkerque

Fort-Mardyck

created

La Sentinelle
Saint-Pol-surMer
Bray-Dunes
Grand-FortPhilippe
Malo-lesBains
Rejet-deBeaulieu
Le Doulieu
Ligny
Nieurlet
Les Ruesdes-Vignes
BourbourgCampagne
LouvigniesBavay
MarchiennesCampagne
WarnetonSud
VillersCampeau

created

Petite-Synthe / GrandeSynthe
Trith-Saint-Léger

created

Petit-Fayt
Marchipont
Salmagne
La Chapelled'Armentières
Buvigny

Moulins-Lille

Grand-Fayt

Wazemmes, Lille

Material used
AD M465/68 / edit BDTOPO
AD M468/16
AD M 468/76
4EM005SO_40K_1824, LILLE, 1824, X,
EM40
cadastre 1831
Cadastre Bellignies 1821 and 1831 by
deduction
cadastre 1828
cadastres Ostregnies 1810 and Colleret
1845
cadastre 1828
cadastres Vieux-Reng 1810 and 1845
cadastres Vieux-Reng 1810 and 1845
edit BDTOPO
AD M 468/76
cadastre Alnes 1815
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO

1854

edit BDTOPO

1858
1858
1858

4EM005SO_40K_1824, LILLE, 1824, X, EM40
4EM005SO_40K_1824, LILLE, 1824, X, EM40
4EM005SO_40K_1824, LILLE, 1824, X, EM40

1860 /
1971

230212_25k_1958 DUNKERQUE 1958 x 1922

1867

edit BDTOPO

1875

edit BDTOPO

Petite-Synthe

1877

edit BDTOPO

created

Ghyvelde

1883

edit BDTOPO

created

Gravelines

1883

edit BDTOPO

created,
merged

Rosendaël, Dunkerque

1891 /
1969

230212_25k_1958 DUNKERQUE 1958 x 1922

created

Catillon-sur-Sambre

1896

edit BDTOPO

created
absorbed
created

Estaires
Beaucamps-Ligny
Lederzeele

1913
1927
1928

edit BDTOPO
5EM005NO_50k_1914 LILLE
edit BDTOPO

created

Crèvecœur-sur-l'Escaut

1930

edit BDTOPO

absorbed

Bourbourg

1945

2302_50k_1939 DUNKERQUE 1939 4 1922

absorbed

Bavay

1946

2707_50k_1930 AVESNES 1930 4 1922

absorbed

Rieulay

1946

2506_50k_1937 DOUAI 1937 4 1922

absorbed

Warneton

1946

5EM005NO_50k_1914 LILLE

absorbed

Somain

1947

2506_50k_1937 DOUAI 1937 4 1922
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Don
Aymeries
Audencourt
Forenville
Ascq
Flers-lez-Lille
Morenchies
Petite-Synthe
Selvigny
Haucourt-enCambrésis
Escaufourt
HellemmesLille
Mardyck
Lomme

created
absorbed
absorbed
absorbed
absorbed
absorbed
absorbed
absorbed
absorbed
absorbed,
recreated
absorbed

Annœulin
Aulnoye-Aymeries
Caudry
Séranvillers-Forenville
Villeneuve-d'Ascq
Villeneuve-d'Ascq
Cambrai
Dunkerque
Walincourt-Selvigny

edit BDTOPO
2707_50k_1930 AVESNES 1930 4 1922
2507_50k_1952 CAMBRAI 1952 4 1922
2507_50k_1952 CAMBRAI 1952 4 1922
250412_25k_1958 LILLE 1958 X 1922
250412_25k_1958 LILLE 1958 X 1922
250712_25k_1964 CAMBRAI 1964 X 1922
230212_25k_1958 DUNKERQUE 1958 x 1922
250712_25k_1964 CAMBRAI 1964 X 1922

Saint-Souplet

1948
1953
1964
1964
1970
1970
1971
1971
1972
1972 /
1997
1973

absorbed

Lille

1977

250412_25k_1958 LILLE 1958 X 1922

absorbed
absorbed

Dunkerque
Lille

1979
2000

230212_25k_1958 DUNKERQUE 1958 x 1922
2504E_25k_1998 LILLE

Ligny-en-Cambrésis

250712_25k_1964 CAMBRAI 1964 X 1922
250712_25k_1964 CAMBRAI 1964 X 1922

Alpes-Maritimes (06): territorial changes
163 communes today, département was created after the Revolution including Nice, San Remo
and Monaco but those territories were lost in 1814. The département was re-created in 1860
including Nice and Grasse. Out of the 19 boundary changes only the commune of Clermont was
problematic as the cadastre of Chateauneuf was only drawn in 1833 and the AD have not kept
the original map of the merger with Chateauneuf-Grasse. The 1810 cadastre for the commune is,
however, kept at the AM in Grasse.
Communes

event

into/from

date

Material used

La Trinité
Clermont
Dosfraires
Sartoux
Saint-Martin-duVar
Peymeinade
Fontan
Revest-lesRoches
Castagniers
Colomars
Beaulieu-sur-Mer
Beausoleil
Saint-Jean-CapFerrat
Cap-d'Ail
Spéracèdes
Bendejun

created
absorbed
absorbed
absorbed
created

Èze
Châteauneuf-Grasse
Le Broc
Mouans-Sartoux
La Roquette-sur-Var

1818
1822
1841
1858
1867

edit BDTOPO
Cadastre 1810
C06_DOSFRAIRES_10K_1834
C06_SARTOUX_10K_1813
edit BDTOPO

created
created
created

Cabris
Saorge
Toudon

1868
1871
1871

edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO

created
created
created
created
created

Aspremont
Aspremont
Villefranche-sur-Mer
La Turbie
Villefranche-sur-Mer

1874
1874
1891
1904
1904

edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO

created
created
created

1908
1910
1911

edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO

Cantaron

created

1911

edit BDTOPO

Blausasc
Théoule-sur-Mer

created
created

La Turbie
Cabris
ChâteauneufVillevieille
ChâteauneufVillevieille
Peille
Mandelieu-laNapoule

1926
1929

edit BDTOPO
edit BDTOPO

National estimates
Out of the 41,000 communes that have existed over the last two centuries 6,313 (15.4 per cent)
underwent some territorial modification: 821 of those were created, 660 recreated, and 4,832
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merged. By working backwards most creations and recreations of communes (1,481) can simply
be dealt with by editing the BDTOPO.
Out of the 4,832 boundaries remaining to be redrawn, only 908 of these changes happened
before 1820. If the ratio observed for the six départements included in our preliminary study is
representative for the whole of France, 567 of those changes will require further archival
research.
Out of the remaining 3,924 boundary changes, which cannot be dealt with by simple edition of the
BD TOPO, 2,726 took place between 1820 and 1899. According to our observation on the six
départements of our trial 59.3 per cent of those will be covered by existing EM scans, another
third will require the digitisation of a cadastral or administrative map, and the remaining 7.4 per
cent will need further archival research.

départements
Alpes Maritimes
Haut de Seine
Nord
Val d’Oise
Vaucluse
Yvelines
AVERAGE
départements
Alpes Maritimes
Haut de Seine
Nord
Val d’Oise
Vaucluse
Yvelines
AVERAGE

1.6.

Non-trivial pre-1820 boundary modifications
existing maps in the AD problematic cases problematic cases
1
1
50%
na
na
na
3
1
25%
1
0
0
1
1
50%
2
1
50%
8
4
50%
Non-trivial 1820-1890 boundary modifications
covered by
covered by AD or
outstanding
existing EM scans
cadastral maps
cases
2
1
1
2
0
not required
6
8
1
5
0
not required
0
not required
not required
1
0
not required
59.3%
33.3%
7.4%

Adjusting maps and creating the GIS

We have estimated the time required for each boundary edit based both on our case studies and
previous experience with other similar projects, especially the GIS of English parishes. These
figures do not take into account the time for archival and reprographic work. As conservative
estimate we have assumed in the following calculations that everything apart from post 1950maps will need to be georeferenced. These figures are the basis for our estimates of the cost and
timing of all GIS work included in the project.

(1)
(2)

type of boundary
change
Post-1950 IGN
georeferenced map
Late 19th century
and early 20th
century with good
quality maps from

time
(per unit)
20 Min
40

Min

actions

edits

finding locality, boundary digitisation
and database updating
20 min. finding locality, georeferencing
+ 20 min. boundary digitisation and
database updating

1435

est. time
(months)
3.0

81

0.3

9

the ADs

(3)

(4)

1820-1866 with
either good quality
cadastral or ÉtatMajor map
1800-1820 with low
quality map

50

Min

90

Min

30 minutes finding locality,
georeferencing + 20 minutes boundary
digitisation and database updating.

60 min. finding locality, georeferencing
+ 20 min. boundary digitisation + 10
min. image editing
(5)
before 1820 with
300 Min 4 hours reading description of boundary,
description only
locating landmarks on historic mapping,
trial digitisation, comparing trial
digitisation to area data, re-editing + 60
min. from (4) above.
figures for (4) and (5) are based on the ratios of surviving maps observed in our
preliminary sample of six départements.

1.7.

2408

12.5

563

5.3

345

10.8

TOTAL

31.9

Construction of the multimodal Network (Roads – Waterways – Railways)

The existing geohistorical data on French transport infrastructures have been partially digitised by
different institutions, and the degree of completeness varies substantially: the railway network
has been completely digitised from 1832 to 2015 with opening, closing time and the evolution of
technological innovation (electrification, rolling stock, high speed line…). A description of the
methodology used for this work is available in Thevenin et al., 2016.

The road network in 1750 has been digitised from Cassini maps (1750) by the COGIT laboratory
at IGN (Perret et al., 2015). In order to compare accessibility evolution between the UK and
France, we will need to create the first multi-modal dataset starting with two benchmark years
c.1830 and c.1910. As no navigable waterway data is actually available in GIS format we will
have to create an entirely new dataset.

10

1. Adapting the Railway data from ROUTE 500 to BDTOPO
The H-GIS is based on existing database for the railways and roads. The railway realised by
Thevenin (2016) is the most exhaustive source and describe the main, secondary and local lines
for the period 1830 to 2015. Opening and closing times are integrated into the Route500
database (IGN), completed by the names of companies and the technical evolutions. These
changes permitted to estimate the evolution of speeds for building travel time matrices for each
11

decade. The migration from Route500 to the BDTOPO will be the only one evolution of the
Railway database.
The digitisation of the road network will be based on existing work on the Cassini maps of the mid
eighteenth century directed by Perret et al. (2015). As no other dates have been digitised at this
time, we will select existing arcs from the BDTOPO with the help of EM and IGN maps for 1830
and 1910. These two dates are fully compatibles with the UK database. We will use existing
vectorisation work of some EM sheets at IGN to complement our work.
2. Digitising roads for 1830 and 1910
We will use the Military maps (Etat major) available from the Geoportail web site for the period
1820 to 1866. For the second date, the 1900 maps (type 1900) digitised by IGN will be the main
source. This step of data collection is based on the backward projection method applied for the
Cassini map. A validation of these datasets will necessary with the literature, notably historical
atlas realised by (Reverdy 1986) and other one by (Rémond et al. 1966). A selection of the
BDTOPO links will be applied for the 2 dates. A topological correction will be necessary in order
use this network for calculations.
3. Digitising navigable waterways 1700 to the present
The most consistent part of the data collection concerns the waterways. The BDTOPO will be the
base map for the digitisation process. We will use existing IGN’s database of links, locks and
tunnels, and complete it with data created by the Babel project. It includes construction dates,
opening time and the technical evolutions for all existing canals. Additional sources will be used,
notably the work of Delalande (1778) and Grangez (1855) and Pinon (1886). This will allow us to
provide speed and cost assessment based on rights of way.
Based also on the backward technic, the methodology can be divided into 5 separate steps:
1. Extraction of data from the Babel project
2. Formatting the database according to main attributes: physical and administrative places
of origin and destination, construction dates, opening times, and evolution of the gauge. In
case of later closing (and re-opening) of the water, these dates will be added to the
database as attributes.
3. The georeferencing process will be based on the link between “hydronyme” gazetteer of
BDTOPO and the physical/administrative origin and destination previously collected. In
order to improve the geo-location other gazetteer will be used to control accuracy
(Geonames and BD Carthage).
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